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Continuous, dense, highly collimated sodium beam
W. DeGraffenreid,a) J. Ramirez-Serrano, Y.-M. Liu,b) and J. Weinerc)

Laboratory for Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Science and Engineering, University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland 20742

~Received 28 March 2000; accepted for publication 28 June 2000!

We have developed a slow, highly collimated, and bright sodium atom beam suitable for orientation
and alignment studies in cold collisions. A combination of transverse-optical collimation,
longitudinal cooling, rapid decoupling from the longitudinal cooling cycle, and a final
‘‘optical-force extrusion’’ stage produces an atom density of 131010cm23 within a
beam-divergence solid angle of 231026 sr. Rapid Zeeman-cooler decoupling results in a narrow
laboratory velocity distribution of 5 m/s full width at half maximum and a cold binary intrabeam
collision temperature of 4 mK. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~00!02110-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years much effort has been devoted to hi
performance atom-beam sources. Because of the dissip
nature of the ‘‘radiation pressure’’ force,1 optically cooled
and compressed atom beams can achieve brightness fi
~flux density per unit solid angle! well beyond the Liouville-
theorem limit.2 Bright beams are useful in improving th
efficiency of the loading of optical traps, for nanolithogr
phy, atom interferometry; and, in the case of interest he
cold collision studies.

A variety of techniques have been developed over
last decade that use optical forces to generate bright be
Some of these techniques start with a cold or ultracold
semble of atoms and generate a beam by breaking the
metry of the confinement.3–7 Other schemes start with a ho
thermal beam and use optical forces to increase
brightness.8–14 Here, we present a multistage system wh
renders a continuous thermal source into a continuous
beam suitable for atomic collision studies. After discuss
the diagnostic techniques used to characterize the bea
will be compared to several other bright atom beams.

While the rate constants of cold and ultracold collisio
can be measured in the ‘‘reaction bulb’’ environment of
magneto-optic trap~MOT!,15 the isotropic distribution of
collision axes limits these studies to spatially averaged qu
tities. However, in the cold collision regime, where only
few partial waves participate, is just where alignment a
orientation effects can be especially pronounced. A hig
collimated atom beam, therefore, provides an ideal envir
ment for studying favorable classes of collision kinemati
In particular, inelastic or reactive processes proceed
through a two-step interaction sequence, the first occurrin
long range and the second at short range, results in a
narrow acceptance angle along themolecularaxis of the ap-
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Université Paul Sabatier, 118 route de Narbonne, 311062 Toulou
France.
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proaching atoms. Examples of these kinds of collisions
photoassociative ionization15 and harpooning collisions.16 If
the laboratory divergence angle of the atom beam is a
highly restricted, the molecular collision axis nearly sup
poses on thelaboratory axis, providing a collision reference
axis accessible to laboratory manipulation.

In this work, the combination of a simple effusiv
source, optical collimation, Zeeman cooling, and a sim
technique for sharply decoupling the atoms from the cool
cycle generates a bright beam. Under typical conditions,
obtain a sodium beam with 131010atoms cm23 in a solid
angle of 231026 sr with a longitudinal laboratory velocity
of ;350 m/s and velocity spread of 5 m/s. This beam h
been used to perform studies of the polarization depende
of the optical suppression of photoassociation ionization c
lisions in sodium17 and of the polarization dependence
photoassociation.18

II. BEAM PRODUCTION

We use a multistep process to generate the beam,
each element discussed in some detail below. Figure~a!
sketches the production of the beam with elements sc
individually and the vacuum chamber removed for clari
while Fig. 1~b! is a scaled diagram of the complete syste

A. Thermal source

An externally heated oven assembled primarily from o
the-shelf UHV components generates the thermal be
High-temperature custom-fitted mantles~Glascol, Terre
Haute, IN! heat sodium metal inside a reservoir made from
standard 4.5-in.-diam CF tee to about 400 °C. The reser
mates to a standard six-way CF cross. A thin stainless-s
disk with a centered 1.25-mm-diam hole was welded into
entrance arm of the six-way cross. This aperture acts a
nozzle for the existing atom flux from the reservoir. A 1.2
mm-diam skimmer aperture, formed from a similar stainle
steel disk welded into the arm opposite the nozzle and p
tioned 16 cm downstream, mechanically defines a
precollimates the metal vapor flux. The mounting of t
nozzle and skimmer within the same six-way CF cross

ua
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3669Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2000 Sodium atom beam
fines a stable and rigid atom-beam axis. A separate hea
mantle enveloping the cross heats the nozzle and skimm
400 °C to prevent clogging. A diffusion pump~nominal 4 in.
diam with pumping speed 800 1/s! removes the skimmed
sodium vapor from the region between the nozzle and sk
mer. A coiled solenoidal structure surrounding the ato
beam axis and formed from 3/16-in.-diam commercial co
per refrigeration tubing increases the pumping sp
between nozzle and skimmer by acting as a primitive c
opump. It is introduced through the top arm of the cro
Simply running cold tap water in this cooling coil suffice
due to the low vapor pressure of sodium at or slightly bel
ambient temperature~;10210Torr at 25 °C!. Figure 2 shows
a cutaway view of the beam source. The skimmer–noz
configuration mechanically restricts the atomic beam to
divergence angle of 8 mrad. The longitudinal velocity co
ponents~along the axis defined by the assembly! of the flux
exiting the nozzle are below 1500 m/s. Therefore, the 16
distance from the nozzle to skimmer, together with the dia
eter of the holes, limits the transverse component, wh
clears the skimmer to less than 10 m/s. The beam sourc
connected to the main chamber by a flexible bellows wh
provides adjustment of the beam pointing. An annul
shaped liquid-nitrogen trap with a hole diameter of 7.5 m
separates the collimation region from the longitudinal Z
man cooling tube, providing further isolation of the dow
stream stages from background sodium vapor.

Mounting the sodium source external to the ma
vacuum chamber and surrounding it with the custom-fit
heating mantles provides a major benefit of uniform sou
temperature. Wrapping the heating mantles with alumin
foil and several layers of fiberglass tape distributes the h
evenly around the oven and prevents turbulent instabilitie
the beam flux. Another benefit of the external source is
ease with which the reservoir is recharged. The top flange

FIG. 1. ~a! Sketch of technique used to produce the cold, bright beam
thermal source produces a flux that is optically collimated and longitudin
cooled. After extraction from the longitudinal cooling cycle with a hig
magnetic-field gradient, the atoms are extruded into a narrow, dense
beam with a two-step compression and recollimation stage. The
vacuum chamber has been removed for clarity.~b! Scaled diagram of ex-
perimental setup.
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the tee is removed and small lumps of sodium metal
dropped in.

B. Optical collimation

Optical molasses1 collimates the sodium beam by coo
ing the transverse velocity of the atoms. A pair of count
propagating laser beams, orthogonal to the atom beam
tuned about one natural linewidth to the red of the atom
resonance, impinges on the atom-beam flux. Atoms pre
entially absorb from the laser beam toward which they
moving because the light frequency is Doppler shifted clo
to the atomic resonance. When an atom absorbs, it sl
because of the momentum transfer from the photon. Spo
neous decay from the excited state also produces a mom
tum recoil, but it averages to zero over several absorpti
due to the isotropic distribution of the reemitted photon. T
average total momentum transferred to the atom per abs
tion cycle, therefore, equals the momentum of a single p
ton \k, whereuku52p/l. The force resulting from the mo
mentum transfer always opposes the motion of the atoms
to first order is proportional to the atom velocity, creating
damping term in the equation of motion. Two pairs of cou
terpropagating laser beams, orthogonal to each other as
as to the atom beam, damp the transverse velocity com
nents along two axes.

In the simplest theory of optical cooling, two-level Dop
pler cooling, the temperature limit is reached when the r
of heating due to the random motion from spontaneous em
sion equals the cooling rate. This limit is given byTD

5\G/2kB ,1 whereG is the natural linewidth of the transition
~and equal to 1/t, wheret is the excited-state lifetime!. For
sodium, the Doppler temperature equals 240mK, corre-
sponding to an average velocityvD of 41 cm/s (kBTD

5 1
2 mvD

2 ). However, additional sub-Doppler dampin
mechanisms exist that further cool the ensemble to temp

A
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om
h

FIG. 2. Externally heated source for generation of thermal sodium bea
cutaway. Nozzle and skimmer are mounted coaxially within a six-way cro
Between the nozzle and skimmer, excess flux is pumped away on three
by a diffusion pump aided by additional pumping from a coaxial cooli
coil with cold water running through it. Custom-shaped heating man
surround the tee and cross and heat the oven to 400 °C.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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3670 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2000 DeGraffenreid et al.
tures below the Doppler limit. Sub-Doppler forces arise fro
optical pumping and light shifts from the near-resonant
teractions between light and the atoms.19 Two primary opti-
cal arrangements for subdoppler cooling are lin'lin and
s1 –s2, referring to the state of polarization of the counte
propagating beams~perpendicular linear polarizations or op
posite circular polarizations!. While the mechanisms for th
two schemes differ slightly, they have the same theoret
cooling limit, the recoil limit, where the atomic momentu
equals the momentum of a single resonant photon. The
iting velocity isvR5\uku/m and equals 2.9 cm/s for sodium
The lin'lin cooling rate exceeds thes1 –s2 rate, making
the slowing process more efficient. Because the longitud
velocity of the atoms limits the time spent in the optic
molasses, we selected lin'lin to minimize the collimation
time.

The laser beams used for the optical molasses are
duced with an argon-ion laser~Coherent 25 W Sabre!
pumped single-frequency ring dye laser~Coherent, 899-21!
with Rhodamine 6G dye. The laser is detuned about 15 M
to the red of the2S(F52)→2P(F53) atomic transition by
locking the laser to a feature in saturated absorption sp
trum from an auxiliary sodium vapor cell. This laser al
provides the light used in the extruder and recollimat
stages discussed below. The distribution of power~450 mW!
from this laser is 30% for collimation, 35% for the extrude
and 35% for recollimation. As shown in Fig. 3, the las
beam passes through an electro-optic modulator20 that adds
1.7 GHz sidebands on either side of the carrier freque
before dividing the power. The sidebands prevent opt
pumping to the dark2S(F51) hyperfine state. The power i
each sideband is about 10% of the total power in the be

The collimation beam is expanded to 2.5 cm in diame
and divided into two beams of equal intensity~. 50
mW/cm2!. The beams enter the vacuum chamber throu
orthogonal windows on a six-way cross located 10 cm dow
stream from the skimmer. After passing through the sodi
beam, each laser exits the chamber, passing throug
quarter-wave plate before retroreflection back through
atom beam, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The double pass throug
the wave plate rotates the polarization of the laser beam
setting up a lin'lin optical molasses. In practice, we find th

FIG. 3. Lasers used to produce the optically brightened sodium beam
single 20 W argon-ion laser~Coherent 25 W Sabre! pumps three single-
frequency ring dye lasers~Coherent 899-21 and Spectra Physics 380D! op-
erating with Rhodamine 6G dye solution. One 899-21 is used for the c
mation, 2D MOT, and recollimation stages after gaining sidebands of
GHz from an electro-optic modulator~EOM!, while the other serves as th
probe laser. The 380D longitudinally slows the atom beam.
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if the two pairs of molasses beams are spatially overlappe
a common plane, a significant number of atoms beco
trapped in a pattern of small light-field potentials off-ax
from the atom beam. We presume that these potentials
due to some stray laser-beam interference pattern. Spat
offsetting the pair of molasses laser beams, creatingtwo one-
dimensional~1D! molasses rather thanone two-dimensiona
~2D! molasses, prevents interferences, and increases th
erage density by a factor of 2.

Stray magnetic fields in the optical collimation regio
must be less than 1 G toachieve sub-doppler temperature
The most significant source of stray magnetic flux is t
fringing field from the tapered solenoid used to longitud
nally cool the beam~described below!. Several sheets o
high-permeability magnetic shielding~Magnetic Shield
Corp., Co-Netic AA Alloy! placed perpendicular to th
atom-beam axis, between the collimation and longitudi
slowing regions, provide the strongest attenuation of
field, reducing the field to about 5 G. A pair of Helmhol
coils coaxial to the atom beam provides the means of c
celing out (uBu,0.1 G) the remaining stray field from th
solenoid.

The residual transverse velocity of the sodium beam
ter the optical collimation stage is estimated using a time-
flight technique. Images of the atom-beam fluorescence
described in more detail in Sec. III A, measure the full wid
at half maximum~FWHM! diameter of the atom beam at th
location where optical collimation occurs. A second me
surement, taken 2.0 m downstream from the collimation
gion, allows us to calculate the increase in diameter,;0.08
cm, due to the residual transverse velocity. The average
gitudinal velocity of the thermal atom beam, 850 m/s, det
mines the flight time between the two measurement lo
tions, 2.3 ms. From the data we estimate the aver
transverse velocityv' to be about 20 cm/s, which corre
sponds to a temperatureT' of 55 mK and a transverse ve
locity distributionDv' of 25 cm/s.

C. Zeeman cooling

The optically collimated sodium beam, with a therm
longitudinal and sub-Doppler transverse velocity distrib
tions, enters the region where cooling along the atom-be
axis occurs. A laser beam withs1 polarization propagates
coaxially and antiparallel to the atom beam, as shown in F
1~a!. Atoms absorb photons from the counterpropagating
ser beam and slow by momentum transfer. As the ato
slow, the absorption probability in the moving atom coord
nate reference frame decreases as the Doppler shift of
photons moves to the red, outside the range of the ato
absorption profile. A specially tailored magnetic field com
pensates for the Doppler shift by imposing a Zeeman shift
the atomic energy levels.21 The axial dependence of the ma
netic field needed to keep the atoms in resonance as
slow has the shapeB(z)5Bo(12z/zo)1/2. A tapered sole-
noid, with the high-field end at the upstream end of t
chamber, produces a longitudinal profile of roughly th
shape~inset of Fig. 5!. The solenoid also has a bias fie
applied so the Zeeman splitting is always large compare

A

i-
.7
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3671Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2000 Sodium atom beam
the hyperfine splitting. Many turns of 0.25-in.-diam comme
cial refrigeration tubing form our solenoid. The total curre
of 60 A that runs through the solenoid is provided by
high-current power supply~Sorenson, DCR 80-125T!. Heat
generated resistively in the solenoid is removed by wa
flowing through the tubing.

As the atoms enter the upstream end of the Zeem
cooler, the energy levels of the atoms shift due to the Z
man effect. A Spectra Physics 380D ring dye laser, pum
by a Coherent 25 W Sabre argon-ion laser, provides the l
used for longitudinal cooling. Atoms move freely down th
cooler until the Doppler-shifted frequency of the laser equ
the field-dependent2S(F52,MF52)→2P(F53,MF53)
transition energy. The resonant condition for atoms with lo
gitudinal velocityv i is

D2kL•vi1
mBB

\
50, ~1!

whereB is the local magnetic field andmB is the Zeeman
constant for the transition~2p•1.4 MHz/G for this transi-
tion!. Once resonant, the atoms continue to decelerate,
slower atoms enter the cycle as the flux proceeds down
cooler.21 The cooling laser is typically detuned 200 MH
below the atomic resonance with an intensity of 1
mW/cm2 at the entrance of the vacuum chamber.

The increased density of the atom beam due to the
limation increases the optical thickness of the sodium be
We developed a crude two-level model that calculates
intensity of the cooling laser as a function of position, taki
into account the absorption of photons from the cooling la
by resonant atoms. We used a spatially dependent gro
state distribution to model the resonant absorbing grou
state population determined by the combination of the va
ing Doppler and Zeeman shifts. The model indicates t
when the ground-state density exceeds 23108 atoms/cm3,
the intensity falls below the saturation intensity (I 0

56 mW/cm2) for the cooling transition at the upstream e
of the cooling region. Figure 4 shows the intensity of t
cooling laser for several ground-state densities as a func
of distance upstream from the cooling cutoff. Low laser

FIG. 4. Cooling laser intensity as a function of position upstream from
magnetic cutoff for several ground-state densities. For densities abo
3108 cm23, the slowing laser becomes strongly attenuated at the upstr
end of the Zeeman cooler.
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tensity at the upstream end of the Zeeman slower inhi
efficient cooling of the fastest atoms~there will always be a
fraction of uncooled atoms in the high-velocity tail of th
thermal distribution that are not captured in the cooli
cycle!. To increase the intensity of the cooling laser at t
upstream end, we focus the laser beam with a pair of len
in a ‘‘near-telescope’’ configuration which overcomes t
loss in cooling-laser photon flux by decreasing the la
beam cross section. The focus of the cooling laser is adju
with the lenses to get the highest flux of cooled atoms at
exit of the solenoid.

D. Magnetic cutoff

Cold collision studies require lowrelative velocities
~, 5 m/s! between pairs of atoms. To produce an ensem
of coaxially moving atoms with small relative speed, t
laboratory distribution of velocities must be narrow. Slowin
the atoms to near-zero velocity in the laboratory frame ac
ally increases the distribution because the magnetic fiel
the end of the tapered solenoid does not exactly match
field shape needed for cooling. Rapid removal from the co
ing cycle at a well-defined velocity upstream from the end
the solenoid produces an atom beam with a narrow long
dinal velocity spread. Atoms will exit the cooling cycle22 if
the field gradient exceeds

UdB

dzU
crit

5
1

v0,i

\uku2

2tmBm

S

S11
, ~2!

wherev0,i is the longitudinal atom velocity at the decouplin
point, t is the excited-state lifetime,mB is the Zeeman con-
stant,m is the sodium atomic mass, andS is the saturation
parameter (5I /I 0) with I 0 the resonance transition satur
tion power density. We tailor the magnetic field with an a
sembly of magnetic shielding. Multiple layers of a hig
permeability nickel alloy foil ~available from industrial
distributers such as McMaster-Carr!, wrapped into a cylin-
drical tube 10 cm in length and wall thickness of 2 mm, fro
the assembly. The structure, mounted coaxially with
atom beam and within the downstream end of the solen
shields the atoms from the Zeeman cooling field, as show
Fig. 5. The terminal longitudinal velocity is determined b
the resonant condition@Eq. ~1!# at the site of decoupling. Fo
the experimental conditions described here, the gradien
creases to a maximum value of 140 G/cm at the edge of
shielding, well above the critical value of 30 G/cm given b
Eq. ~2!, and atoms decouple from the cooling cycle with
velocity v i of 350 m/s. Using the velocity characterizatio
technique described below, we measure the laboratory fr
longitudinal velocity dispersionDv i to be 5 m/s.

To vary the terminal velocity of the atoms, several tec
niques can be used to change the resonant condition give
Eq. ~1!. Perhaps the most straightforward method is
change the detuning of the laser. If the laser is tuned close
the atomic resonance, the terminal velocity decreases.
magnetic-field strength varies with the solenoid current;
creasing the current will also lower the terminal velocit
Shifting the position of the shielding assembly also can
used to tune the atomic velocity by changing the decoup

e
2
m
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3672 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2000 DeGraffenreid et al.
point. The terminal atomic velocity can be shifted over
range of several hundred m/s using different combination
these techniques.

E. Extruder

To further increase the brightness of the atom beam,
flux must be compressed into a smaller volume, without
creasing the divergence of the beam at the same time
two-step process, utilizing a focusing step followed by op
cal collimation, reduces the beam diameter from 2 to 0.6 m
without loss of atom-beam collimation.

The focusing stage of the extruder is a two-dimensio
magneto-optic trap~2D MOT!.23 Like optical molasses, a 2D
MOT has counterpropagating pairs of laser beams, of
quencyvL , tuned to the red of atomic resonancev0 by an
amountD5vL2v0 , but also includes a uniform quadrupo
magnetic field aligned along the atom-beam axis. The m
netic field increases radially from the quadrupole axis a
adds a Zeeman shift to the atomic levels. The force exe
on the atoms for a pair of counterpropagating laser beam
F5F11F2 , where

F656
\kG

2

S

11S1F 2

G S D7k•v6mB

dB

dr
r D G2 . ~3!

Two sets of counterpropagating laser beams generate a
lindrical, damped restoring force that drives the ato
towards the field zero along the beam axis. Figure 6 sh
the force as a function of radial position for atoms withv'

50, a saturation parameterS of 10, and laser detuningD
5215 MHz for field gradients of 40 and 80 G/cm. To ca
culate the force, we convert the detuning into angular f
quency (D85D•2p) for consistency in units.

A hairpin assembly generates the extruder magn
field. Four sections of wires, with alternating directions
current, formed from a single piece of 8 AWG solid copp
wire, produce the quadrupole field. The aluminum struct
used to support and mount the wire inside the vacuum ch
ber is not shown in Fig. 1 for clarity. The straight sections

FIG. 5. Magnetic field and magnetic-field gradient in the vicinity of ma
netic shielding. The magnetic shielding rapidly cuts off the Zeeman coo
field, increasing the gradient above the critical limit given by Eq.~2! for
adiabatic following. Atoms are rapidly decoupled from the cooling cycle
this location, yielding a narrow longitudinal velocity distribution. The ins
shows the field profile over the length of the solenoid.
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wire are 5 cm long and 1 cm offset from nearest neighbo
High-current feedthroughs direct the current into and out
the vacuum chamber. A high-current supply~Sorenson, DCR
160-62T! provides the 30–50 A used to focus the ato
beam. Similar to the upstream end of the Zeeman coole
pair of coaxial Helmholz coils cancels the fringing field
from the solenoid. As shown in Fig. 6, the restoring for
exerted on the atoms within the beam radius (ur u<0.1 cm)
increases with the field gradient, which is proportional to t
hairpin current.

The light used for the 2D MOT originates from the sam
Coherent 899-21 ring dye laser as the optical collimati
tuned 15 MHz to the red of the atomic resonance. A te
scope expands the laser-beam diameter to 2 cm. After p
ing through a quarter-wave plate that converts the polar
tion from linear to circular, a beamsplitter divides the lig
into two equal intensity beams~55 mW/cm2!. The beams
enter the chamber perpendicular to each other, as well a
the atom beam, through the center of the clear aperture
the hairpin. After exiting the chamber, the beam pas
through a quarter-wave plate before retroreflection. T
double pass though the wave plate changes the handed
of the circular polarization of the laser beam as needed
MOT operation.

The 2D MOT focuses the atom beam to a point dow
stream from the extruder assembly. The exact focal po
depends on the field gradient and on the longitudinal velo
of the beam. A broadened velocity distribution widens t
focal region of the beam as the fastest atoms focus to a p
more distant than the slower ones due to the shortened in
action time, analogous to chromatic aberration in geome
optics. The narrow velocity distribution produced by th
rapid cutoff of the longitudinal Zeeman magnetic field r
sults in a small focal length~;1 mm!. For a beam withv i

5350 m/s and a hairpin current of 45 A, the focal point
about 6 cm downstream from the 2D-MOT laser beams
seen in Fig. 7.

To prevent atom-beam divergence beyond the fo
point, an optical recollimation stage introduced at the foc
damps out the transverse velocity. The lin'lin optical molas-
ses stage, using light produced by the same laser as the

g

t

FIG. 6. MOT restoring force as a function of position for 40 and 80 G/c
for atoms withv'50. The bar above the force curves shows the appro
mate diameter of the atom beam when it enters the 2D MOT.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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mary optical collimation and the 2D MOT, is 2 cm in leng
and positioned at the focus of the atom beam. The sa
Helmholz coils used to cancel the fringe fields in the foc
ing stage also cancel the magnetic field at the collimat
stage to uBu,1 G, allowing sub-Doppler cooling mecha
nisms in the molasses to reduce the transverse temperatu
T';55mK, below the Doppler limit (TD5240mK). The
extruder acts essentailly as an atom-beam telescope, red
the beam radiusDr from 1 mm at the end of the Zeema
cooler to 0.3 mm at the extruder exit, based on meas
ments of the beam fluorescence collected with a cha
coupled-device ~CCD! camera. The beam currentJ
~atoms s21! entering the extruder equals the exiting curre
indicating that essentially all atoms are forced into the n
rowed beam.

F. Performance

We measure the performance of the beam at a p
located 2.2 m downstream from the nozzle at the point wh
our cold collisions are detected. Adding optical collimati
to the longitudinally cooled beam increases the density fr
23107 to 73108 cm23. The extruder further increases th
density to 131010cm23, a 500-fold density gain. The beam
divergence solid angleV5p(Dv' /v i)2 decreases from 1
31024 to 231026 sr as the thermal beam is collimate
cooled, and extruded. Table I summarizes the beam pe
mance.

III. DIAGNOSTICS

Here, we describe the techniques used to measure
beam size, density, and longitudinal velocity distribution.
third ring dye laser~Coherent, 899-21! provides the laser

FIG. 7. Focal length of the 2D MOT as a function of current flowin
through hairpin assembly for atoms withv i5350 m/s. The secondx axis
also shows the field a gradient for a given current.

TABLE I. Summary of beam characterstics.

n Density ~atoms/cm3! (160.5)31010

y i Longitudinal velocity~m/s! 35065
Dy i Longitudinal velocity spread~m/s! 561
Dy' Transverse velocity spread~m/s! 0.2560.1
V Solid angle~sr! (261)31026

Dr Beam radius~cm! 0.0360.01
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beams used for the diagnostics. To contrast the performa
of the system to others, we introduce the definition of brig
ness, brilliance, and phase-space density.

A. Beam size and density

We measure the spatial profile of the atom beam wit
laser-induced fluorescence technique. Perpendicularly cr
ing the atom beam, a weak (I;1 mW/cm2), thin ribbon of
light excites atoms from the Na2S(F52) to the Na2P(F
53) level by tuning the laser to the transition. A CCD cam
era system~Spectrasouce, Teleris 2! captures the decaying
fluorescence as well as the background light. By tuning
probe laser off-resonance, we also record the backgro
light which, after subtracting from the on-resonance ima
provides a clear atom-beam profile. Figure 8 shows the fl
rescence profiles for the uncollimated, collimated, and
truded cases of the longitudinally slowed atom beam.
measure the diameter of the beam, defined as the FW
from these images.

By measuring the absorption of a weak, resonant pr
laser with circular polarization, we determine the groun
state densityn. As the probe laser with initial intensityI 0

passes through the atom beam with average densityn and
diameterd, the final intensityI 8 is given by

I 85I 0 exp@2nsAd#, ~4!

where the absorption cross section is given by

sA5
ge

gg
l2

G

8p E
v02DvL/2

v01DvL/2 dv

~v2v0!21S G

2 D 2 , ~5!

wherege and gg are the degeneracy factors for the excit
and ground state,l is the resonant wavelength, andDvL is
the spectral linewidth of the laser. The circular polarizati
of the laser drives the stretched-state transition so thatgg and
ge equal unity. Assuming a spectral linewidth of 1 MH
from the 899-21 ring dye laser serving as the probe,
absorbtion cross section is 8310211cm2. Using Eq. ~5!,
from the measurements of the initial and final intensit

FIG. 8. Fluorescence profiles captured with a CCD camera for uncollima
collimated, and extruded atom beams.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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I 0 ,I 8 as well as the atom-beam diameterd, we calculate the
average atom-beam densityn to be (160.5)31010cm23 for
an oven temperature of 400 °C.

B. Velocity characterization

To measure the longitudinal velocity of the atom beam
weak probe beam (I ,I sat), introduced at an anglef with
respect to the atom beam@Fig. 9~a!#, scans near the res
frame atomic resonance. The Doppler-shifted, angle-tu
resonant absorption condition is given by

D52
v i

l
cosf, ~6!

whereD is the detuning from resonance at which atoms w
velocity v i absorb. A photomultiplier tube collects the ligh
emitted as the atoms decay from the excited state w
populated by Doppler-resonant absorption. The laser sim
taneously scans across several known lines of a molec
iodine cell to provide a reference for the frequency of t
laser. We convert the frequency scale of the spectra
velocity scale by the relation given by Eq.~6! to determine
the center velocity of the distribution as seen in Fig. 9~b!. It
is important to note that the scan shown in Fig. 9~b! includes
the velocity distribution in the laboratory framef (v8) as
well as the power-broadened natural linewidth projected i

FIG. 9. Technique for calculating velocity distribution.~a! Experimental
layout for laser-induced fluorescence measurement showing probe
crossing atom beam with anglef. A photomultiplier collects the fluores
cence.~b! Typical fluorescence profile as a function of velocity.~c! Voigt fit
of fluorescence that extracts laboratory frame velocity distribution tha
used to determine the relative velocity distribution~inset! for a pair of at-
oms.
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velocity spaceg(v). We extract the velocity distribution
f (v8) from the linewidthg(v), which are of the same mag
nitude, by fitting a Voigt profile

I ~v !5I oE f ~v8!g~v2v8!dv8 ~7!

to the spectra. We assume a 1D Gaussian distribution
velocities forf (v8). The probe laser intensity and the cent
velocity of the fluorescence are known, leaving the longi
dinal velocity spreadDv i and a normalization constant as th
only remaining parameters to fit. A typical fit, with a labo
ratory velocity widthDv i equal to 5 m/s, is shown in Fig
9~c!.

The collision temperatureTcoll for a pair of atoms de-
pends on the relative velocityv r between them:

kTcoll5
1
2 m^v r&

2. ~8!

An autocorrelation of the laboratory distributions,f (v1) and
f (v2), for two atoms

P~v r !5E
0

`E
0

`

f ~v1! f ~v2!d~v r2uv12v2u!dv1v2 ~9!

extracts the relative velocity distributionP(v r) of pairs of
atoms in the beam. The inset of Fig. 9~c! showsP(v r) for
two atoms in the atom beam. We calculate the average r
tive velocity from the relative velocity distribution

^v r&5E
0

`

Pr~v r !v rdv r . ~10!

For the data shown in Fig. 9, the mean relative velocity^v r&
is 2.4 m/s and the collision temperatureTcoll is 4 mK.

C. Beam brightness and brilliance

Optically brightened beams have been characterized
different ways, making the comparison of performance d
ficult. A recent work by Lisonet al.14 defines brightness

R5
F

V
, ~11!

whereF is the average atomic flux andV is the solid angle
subtended by the beam, and brilliance

B5R
v i

Dv i
~12!

to characterize the performance of different beams. The
erage atom fluxF ~atoms s21 m22! is the product of the den
sity n and the longitudinal velocityv i . The average beam
currentJ ~atoms s21! equals the product of the fluxF and the
atom-beam cross-sectionpDr 2 and is a common measure o
the number of atoms within a beam. The brillianceB mea-
sures the velocity dispersion within the beam as well as
divergence. Because cold collision studies require low lon
tudinal velocity dispersion, the brilliance is an importa
measure of the beam quality.

The performance of the atom beams is also related to
Liouville phase-space density

ser

is
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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L5
N

~DxDp!3 , ~13!

the number of atomsN per phase-space volume (DxDp)3. It
can be shown that for a cooled atom beam with cylindri
symmetry, the dimensionless phase-space densityL̃5Lh3

equals

L̃5
nh3

m3Dv'
2 Dv i

, ~14!

wherem is the atomic mass.
The brightness and brilliance of the collimated and e

truded cold atom beam are, respectively, (261)31024 and
(160.5)31026m22 s21 sr21 with a dimensionless phase
space densityL̃ of (2.661)31027.

IV. COMPARISON TO OTHER SOURCES

Figure 10 shows the brilliance and brightness of seve
cool atom beams as a function of the phase-space den
Here, we discuss the performance of several of these o
sources: a sodium atomic funnel,3 a slowed and compresse
sodium beam,8 a brightening scheme for metastable neon11

and a system that uses permanent magnets to both dec
atoms from a collimated, longitudinal cooled beam and
focus the atoms to a smaller beam diameter.14 A recently
developed system that produces a pulsed flux of lithium
oms developed by Fukuyamaet al.7 from a magneto-optic
trap is also presented.

Riis et al.3 developed an ‘‘atomic funnel’’ source, esse
tially a 2D MOT, with an adjustable optical molasses alo
the third axis. By using beams with slightly different detu
ings from resonance in the molasses beams, the atoms
the funnel along this axis with a velocityvz that is the zero
of the damping force set up by the molasses. A freque
chirp-cooled beam24 loads the funnel with a 10% loadin
efficiency. The funnel generates a beam with densityn of
108 cm23 at velocity vz52.7 m/s. The authors report a lon
gitudinal temperature of 180mK and a transverse tempera
ture of 300mK, from which the brightnessR and brillianceB
are calculated to be 331015 and 231016m22 s21 sr21, re-
spectively. While the longitudinal temperature indicates

FIG. 10. Comparison of several atom beams~adapted from Ref. 14!. Results
are from Riis et al. ~Ref. 3! Nellessen, Werner, and Ertmer~Ref. 8!,
Hoogerlandet al. ~Ref. 11!, Lison et al. ~Ref. 14!, and DeGraffenreidet al.
~a! ~this work!, and DeGraffenreidet al. ~b! ~this work without the extruder
stage!.
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low relative velocity along the beam direction, the larg
transverse temperature corresponds to a transverse vel
spread greater than the longitudinal spread. To study c
sional orientation and alignment effects a beam must h
narrow laboratory divergence. The divergence of this be
does not provide an axis to which collisional effects can
referenced.

Nellessen, Werner, and Ertmer8 developed a scheme t
transversely compress a monoenergetic sodium beam. At
showed from a thermal source via chirp cooling are deflec
from the hot background with near-resonant radiation. T
slow, pulsed atom beam enters a region with a 2D MO
which transversely cools and compresses the flux. The
MOT reduces the beam diameter from 3 mm to 43mm. The
density of the compressed beam is on the order of 109 cm23.
The chirp-cooling method limits the longitudinal velocit
spread to the Doppler absorption width~;10 m/s for so-
dium!, and they report a transverse velocity near the Dopp
limit of 40 cm/s. The velocity distributions and density are
the same order as this experiment, but the flux is pulsed
to the chirp-cooling technique. Thepeakvalue of the bright-
ness is 531021m22 s21 sr21 and the brilliance is 1
31023m22 s21 sr21, however, the pulsed nature of the bea
reduces the time-averaged values by the 10% duty cycle.
short existence of the bright beam reduces the signal to n
in experiments with low count rates, such as far-detun
(D.500 MHz) photoassociative ionization.

A multistage collimation and brightening technique d
veloped by Hoogerlandet al.11 increases the density of meta
stable neon beams. The system consists of the optical c
mation of a thermal beam, followed by optical compress
and secondary optical collimation stages. Because metas
noble gas beam sources are not as efficient as thermal a
sources, the authors sacrifice mechanical divergence of
thermal beam to increase beam current. The maximum tr
verse component of atomic velocities exiting the source
ceeds the Doppler capture range for a standing-wave mo
ses. A curved wave-front technique increases the transv
velocity capture range, increasing the number of ato
within the collimated beam. The collimated beam th
passes through a 2D MOT that focuses toward the cente
the trap. Residual transverse velocity gained in the comp
sion stage is eliminated with a second collimation stage.
cause the longitudinal distribution of atoms is broad, t
chromatic aberration limits the density as the atoms are
cused to different points. The brightness and brilliance
131021 and 631021m22 s21 sr21. The large longitudinal ve-
locity spread~100 m/s! of the beam makes it unsuitable fo
cold collision studies. However, recent proposals12 add a lon-
gitudinal slowing stage between the initial collimation a
the compression stage that improves the prospects for
collision study in metastable beams.

Lison et al.14 recently demonstrated a very bright cesiu
beam. An effusive cesium beam is optically collimated a
longitudinally cooled. A set of permanent magnets produc
large magnetic-field gradient that decouples the atoms f
the cooling cycle, producing a narrow longitudinal veloci
distribution. The atom beam then passes through a magn
lens formed with a hexapole arrangement of permanent m
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicpyrts.html.
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nets. The lens focuses the atoms to a point further do
stream, where a near-resonant optical deflecting beam di
the atoms off-axis and into a collimating optical molass
stage. The longitudinal velocity is 35–120 m/s with a velo
ity spread of about 1 m/s. The brightness and brilliance
measured to be 731021 and 731023m22 s21 sr21. An ad-
vantage of this system over the one presented here is
lower laser power required by replacing the 2D MOT with
magnetic lens. Deflecting the cold beam off the origin
beam axis removes the atoms from the hot background
and also from the influence of the longitudinal cooling las

A new system by Fukuyamaet al.7 that generates a
bright, monoenergetic, pulsed lithium beam has rece
been presented. Atoms collected in a magneto-optic trap
forced out of the trap by simultaneously blocking one of t
trapping beams and temporally shifting the magnetic fie
The magnetic-field shift compensates for the Doppler shif
the remaining trapping laser beams as the atoms accel
out of the trapping region. The repetition rate of this sou
is 1 Hz, and the brightness of the flux is 1.431020

m22 s21 sr21.

V. DISCUSSION

We have produced a bright sodium beam, using a no
externally heated source to provide the initial flux, charac
ized by high density (131010cm23), low divergence (2
31026 sr), and a narrow longitudinal velocity distribution~5
m/s!. The brightness of the atom beam is 231024

m22 s21 sr21, the brightest to date. The beam has been u
to study polarization effects in optical suppression collisio
in sodium,17 and we are currently using it to measure alig
ment and orientation effects in photoassociative ionizatio18

The low longitudinal velocity spread and high brightne
also makes this beam technique useful for nanolithogra
and atom optic experiments.12–14This technique can be gen
eralized to any of the alkali or metastable noble gas spe
and can be implemented with minor modifications to exist
Zeeman cooling systems.
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